Chilton Creek Research and Demonstration Area
FIRE SCIENCE

HOT SPOTS

In this feature, we bring into focus
fire science on-the-ground

The Chilton Creek Research and Demonstration Area (Chilton Creek), owned
and managed by The Nature Conservancy (TNC) since 1991, includes approximately 5,600 acres of dissected hills along the Current River in the southeastern
Missouri Ozarks. The natural communities here include a diverse and unfragmented matrix of woodlands (upland oak-hickory, minor component of shortleaf
pine), glades, and headwater streams, including more than 700 identified plant species with many taxa of conservation concern. In partnership with the Missouri Department of Conservation (MDC), TNC has established the
area as an ‘outdoor laboratory’ to better understand the effects of landscape-scale prescribed burning. In 1998,
the area was divided into five management units (395—593 acres), each with prescribed fire applied at different
frequencies. One unit is burned annually, the other four are burned at randomly determined intervals between
1 and 4 years; burning occurs primarily during the spring dormant season. The accompanying monitoring design mimics that of the Missouri Ozark Forest Ecosystem Project (MOFEP), a nearby long-term landscape-scale
forest management experiment which compares forest response to different forest management systems (evenvs. uneven-aged), with no prescribed fire treatment. A recent study at Chilton Creek (Maginel et al. 2016) evaluated the suitability of the Floristic Quality Index (FQI) as a metric of ecological restoration. FQI was found to be
useful for monitoring woodland vegetation communities through its components of species richness and mean
Coefficient of Conservatism.

Chilton Creek serves as a demonstration area for resource professionals,
landowners, and the public to view vegetation community response to lowintensity prescribed fire (top-left) applied at different frequencies (inset
photo: burned (left side of line) and unburned (right side)). Recurring
prescribed burning has promoted woodland conditions (pictured top-right)
resembling historical forest overstory and ground flora conditions. Here,
prescribed fire has been applied four times between 1998 and 2007 (time
of photo), with an average return interval of 2.7 years. TNC staff host field
tours (bottom-left) for fire managers, researchers, and the public to discuss
fire-science information and needs. Additionally, a series of interpretive

signs are being installed along a self-guided driving tour. The bottom-right
photos show conditions before (inset) and after recent glade restoration
activities. Here, treatments consisted of cutting, piling, and burning eastern
red cedar trees, with prescribed fires planned for future maintenance. Click
on each photo for full-size images and to download. Photo credits: top-left:
Tom Fielden, The Nature Conservancy; both insets and bottom-right:
Rebecca Landewe, The Nature Conservancy; bottom-left and top-right: Oak
Woodlands & Forests Fire Consortium
and Missouri Tree-Ring Laboratory.
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